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Cast in FCast in Firirelighelightt
by Dana Swift

The first title in a planned
duology follows the story of
two royal heirs, betrothed to
be married, who unknowingly
encounter one another in the
criminal underbelly of a rival
kingdom that is threatening
their homes.

The Summer I TThe Summer I Turnedurned
PrPreettytty
by Jenny Han

Belly spends the summer she
turns sixteen at the beach just
like every other summer of her
life, but this time things are
very different.

Instinct: ChrInstinct: Chronicles oonicles off
NNickick
by Sherrilyn Kenyon

Having finally accepted the
demon inside of him, Nick
decides to trust the one
person he should not, just as
the dark gods that created
his race close in on him. Book
6 of the Chronicles of Nick.

LighLightlarktlark
by Alex Aster

In order to break a curse on her
kingdom, Isla Crown, the young
ruler of Wilding, must compete
in the Centennial, a deadly
game that only the rulers of six
realms are invited to play, and
to survive she must lie, cheat,
and betray--even as love
threatensto undo everything

The girl who fThe girl who fellell
beneath the seabeneath the sea
by Axie Oh

In a land ravaged by deadly
storms, Mina sacrifices herself
to the Sea God to save her
brother and, after being swept
away to the Spirit Realm, finds
him caught in an enchanted
sleep and must awaken him to
save her people.

IIllusion : Chrllusion : Chronicles oonicles off
NNickick
by Sherrilyn Kenyon

A battle-weary Nick is pulled
into an alternate reality where
his mother has married his
mentor and his Atlantean god
best friend is a human geek
who helps Nick realize the
relative nature of pain and the
benefits of his powers. Book 5
of the series.
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